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1. INTRODUCTION (2)

ABSTRACT
• Analyzes cross-fertilization for innovation in the Quebec multimedia-IT 

ecosystem. 
• Based on interviews with managers 

 from 30 organizations
 (15 firms and 15 non-businesses) 
 in 7 different sub-sectors of the ecosystem, 
 with 11 different types of organizations.

• Identify converging themes, patterns and trends for value creation. 
 We identify the methods used by members of the ecosystem for 

cross-fertilization for innovation. 
 We study who works with whom in the ecosystem,
 and why they are working together.
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1. INTRODUCTION (2)

ABSTRACT (Continue)

• We also explain the limits in cross-fertilization for innovation. 

• We focus in this article on:
 inter-industry collaboration, 
 innovation strategies and 
 knowledge exchanges between firms and organizations.

• We provide practical applications of cross-fertilization for innovation 
in the ecosystem.
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2. Definition: 
Cross-fertilization for innovation (2)

• (Moor 2013) Transfer or exchange of ideas from one sector to another and 
according to recent theories, this is one of the most important sources of 
innovation, as the diversity of knowledge and ideas leads to new and 
better innovations.

• What is important = make the inventory of competencies and expertise in 
order to appreciate the sectors where innovation is used for a particular 
application that may be extrapolated and experimented in other domains.  

• The results of this cross-fertilization between 2 sectors or 2 firms can lead 
to innovation and thus, can possibly bring value-added to the firm by 
enabling a series of profitable discoveries.  
 It may be possible to exploit sub-products from related innovations, 

in a gradual process of innovation.  
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2. Definition: 
Cross-fertilization for innovation

• In networks or clusters of firms, cooperation is encouraged 
between laboratories, research centers, universities, scientific 
institutions or other organizations. 

• In such a context, knowledge exchanges and cross-fertilization 
make it possible to explore new domains, to master the risks 
of developing new products, in order to penetrate new 
markets.  

One way to do it is through the co-development of 
promising applications with partners, 

but it can also be simply from gathering ideas following 
knowledge or information exchanges.   
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2. Some organizations doing 
cross-fertilization for innovation 
in Quebec multimedia-IT sector

7
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3. Key Highlights of the Quebec Multimedia-IT sector (2)
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3. Key Highlights of the Quebec Multimedia-IT sector (2)
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4. METHODOLOGY (3)

 7 themes: 
 innovation 

management, 
 inter-industry 

collaboration, 
 training of IT workers,
 human resource 

management, 
 firm and
 economic 

development
 suggestions for policy 

improvements for 
governments. 

• Firms from telecoms, computing, 
IT, multimedia, media, video 
games and special effects.  

• The interviews lasted between 30 
minutes and 1h25.  

• All the interviews have been 
recorded and transcribed.

 Qualitative Research

o Interview analysis
 30 interviews: key actors

from MM-IT ecosystem

1. Trend and Pattern Analysis
2. Divergence and 

convergence analysis
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4. METHODOLOGY (3)
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Types of non-business 
organizations

#
15

Types of firms #
15

Incubator 1 Startup 4

Accelerator 2 Small 2

Local Development 2 Medium 5

Professional Association 2 Large 3

Support / Consulting 2 Para-governmental 1

Training 1

Research 1

Cluster 1

VC / incubator 1

Consultant 1

Government 1

Presentation of the 30 interviews



4. METHODOLOGY (3)
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The Miles and Snow strategy typology used for our analysis.

Strategy
Type

Definition Examples

Prospector Is innovative and growth oriented, searches for new 
markets and new growth opportunities, encourages 
risk taking

3M / Facebook 

Defender Protects current markets, maintains stable growth, 
serves current customers

BIC / Warner Bros Game

Analyzer Maintains current markets and current customer 
satisfaction with moderate emphasis on innovation

IBM / CGI

Reactor No clear strategy, reacts to changes in the 
environment, drifts with events

International Harvester in the 1960s / 
Some governments



5. Synthesis of the Results (9)
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Miles & 
Snow 

typology

Innovation strategies Cross-fertilization 
strategies

• Prospector 

• Analyzer

• Defender

• Reactor

• New products 

• New services

• New business models

• New processes

• Knowledge exchanges

• Economic development

• Commercialization support

• Co-development through 
partnerships 

(academia, association, firm, 
customers, suppliers, startups) 
• Coopetition 
• Buying innovation, 
• Other forms of open 

innovation
• Assist conferences
• Networking
• Research centers
• Social projects
• Joint-venture
• Knowledge management
• Networking with peers
• Networking with experts
• Hackathon
• Technology meet-ups

Different strategies used for our analysis.



5. Synthesis of the Results (9)
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Startup X X X X X X X X X

Small X X X X X X X X

Medium X X X X X X X X X

Large X X X X X X X

Who works with whom? 
Non-business organizations and firms.  



5. Synthesis of the Results (9)
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Some examples of cross-fertilization initiatives

Multimedia Digital Agency
• Startup at the heart convergence between multimedia, IT and art sector.

• Offer augmented reality solutions, 360 video and virtual reality.

• 20% of revenues invested in R&D.  Benefit from R&D tax credits.

• Many foreign customers and from diverse industries.

• CEO: “Montreal gives us many advantages such as world-class students as 
good as in Silicon Valley, cheap and affordable labor with high quality, low 
cost of living, access to many engineers as well as artists… What could be 
improved is the commercialization support for startups and SMEs.” 

• The firm really benefits from its location: the Mile-End neighborhood of 
Montréal. 



5. Synthesis of the Results (9)
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Some examples of cross-fertilization initiatives

CRIM
• Computing Research Center
• In 5 years: 465 R&D projects
• 60 networking events
• 120 students
• +150 publications
CRIM General Manager (Mr. Labonté)

“If we compare Quebec with Europe or even the Silicon Valley, we have the 
mentality that ‘The entrepreneurs will do everything by themselves.  Externalize 
projects and getting all the expertise from external sources happens very often 
among SMEs or startups.  

On the other hand, if we take the example of Silicon Valley (with a little 
exaggeration), an entrepreneur would say: “I have a vision, here is what I want to 
do, I want to become big like that, do what is needed for this, bring 3 or 4 partners 
and share the pie of the market… and the size of the pie would be much bigger…”



5. Synthesis of the Results (9)
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Some examples of cross-fertilization initiatives

CRIM General Manager (Mr. Labonté)

“Here in Quebec it is more: “I have an idea, I will do everything by myself, 
we will try many things internally and we will have a small pie as a 
market… Often small firms will lose a lot of time, lose expertise, and in the 
whole ecosystem we have some venture capital, which finances SMEs in a 
very limited way…. 

The incentives to externalize projects are the heart of our business model 
(at CRIM)… 

Firms give us research and development contracts, but it must be in their 
culture to share their real problems, that they can’t solve all by 
themselves.  It is not a natural process for several firms.  It can be an 
obstacle to innovation…. 

We try to anticipate what will be the demand for new products and 
technologies in the next three years.”



6. LIMITS OF THE RESEARCH:
Reasons why firms do not develop more cross-fertilization (2) 

• A large video games firm explained that 
they would like to have more 
collaboration with SMEs.  
 SMEs tend to be afraid of large 

firms because they can be copied, 
their ideas or their human resources 
can be stolen.  
Developed a more formal 

collaboration project with District 3, 
the Concordia accelerator, 
to be closer to the innovation 

projects of startups

• Large firms can do collaboration projects 
with academia through research chairs or 
research groups. 

• Several SMEs expressed their hope that it 
may become easier for them to join 
collaboration projects with academia 
through informal research groups.

• Medium-size firm = research pace is totally different for 
academia and the private sector, and often makes 
cooperation difficult, (if not impossible). 

 Wanted to do project in 3 months but the 
academic process was too long in their opinion.  

 Another medium-size firm told us academics 
wanted to determine the topics of the research 
project event though the firm wanted to 
investigate another research domain.  

 2 examples show how the cooperation between 
academia and SMEs in particular is often difficult, 
objectives of the research and timelines often 
being different (same issue with large firm),

making cross-fertilization difficult between 
them.    

 Business model innovation can be done by large 
firms through knowledge management and the 
development of corporate universities.

 Failure to internalize learning leads to the 
loss of the ability to accelerate the creation 
of new competitive advantages.
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6. LIMITS OF THE RESEARCH:
Reasons why firms do not develop more cross-fertilization (2) 

• Lack of innovation in the Quebec MM-IT ecosystem = due to the relative newness of the sector 
and the small size of most of the firms.  

 SMEs compose the majority of the firms and possess fewer resources to innovate.  
 Those firms receive less R&D tax credits than large firms.  
 Some SMEs which innovate are also generally experiencing fast international 

growth through export.  
 The local Quebec market is quite small for MM-IT suppliers.  

• Emergent leaders are firms between 150-350 employees with fast growth in revenues; they 
hire a lot of new workers.  

 The Quebec MM-IT ecosystem has only very recently nurtured those emergent 
leaders.  

 The main employers are not just foreign video games studios or IT outsourcers.  

• Many cross-fertilization opportunities reside in :
 collaboration between SMEs, middle-size firms and large firms; and also through 
 better partnerships with academia, research centers, and co-development with 

customers or suppliers.  

• The interviews from our study reveal that firms that have internalized learning through those 
new partnerships have been able to reinforce or create competitive advantages.
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• Our results show that medium-size and large firm use a broad mix of cross-
fertilization methods for innovation.  

• Startups and small firms have a more limited exposure to cross-fertilization 
opportunities in order to foster innovation. 

 However, some smaller firms have used cross-fertilization methods for 
innovation with great success in their value creation.  

 i.e. co-development with customers or attending several conferences 
around the world often appear in our results presented above, and 
this appears to be an excellent source of knowledge exchange and 
cross-fertilization for fast growing MM-IT firms. 

• Several non-business organizations in the Quebec multimedia-IT ecosystem 
support mainly startups and smaller firms. 

• However, there are some reliable actors in the ecosystem for all types of 
firms, smaller or larger, that can make a significant contribution to 
innovation management.  

7. CONCLUSIONS (2)
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• There are many opportunities for cross-fertilization and exchange of 
knowledge for innovation among related sectors.  

 i.e. projects in video games, serious gaming or special effects; or between 
IT, multimedia and arts.  

 Reappropriating technologies and ideas from the public domain or 
external actors, coming from the innovation projects of competitors, or 
suppliers, or customers, from a related sector, or from a totally different 
sector, are key observations. 

 Different cross-fertilization strategies are available to agile organizations 
that want to extract more value from their innovation management, 
particularly by accessing information from external actors.   

• As was observed in the interviews, the proximity of the diverse actors in the 
Quebec multimedia-IT ecosystem provides opportunities for partnerships and 
collaboration.

7. CONCLUSIONS (2)
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8. FUTURE RESEARCH

 Article 2: 
 Training and the 

competitiveness of the 
Quebec multimedia-IT 
sector

 Submitted to the International 
Journal of Human Resources
Development and Management

 Article 3: 
 The difficult path

of startups 
towards becoming
middle-size firms: 
the case of Quebec
multimedia-It 
firms.

 Submitted to the 
International Journal of 
Entrepreneurship and 
Innovation 
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10. Questions?
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